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AN EARLY MEDIEVAL EPISTOLARY LIBELLUS  
AND THE QUESTION OF ORIGINALITY : 

 PARIS, BIBLIOTHÈQUE DE L’ARSENAL, MS. 717

Shane *

This article examines an unusual early medieval manuscript, Paris, Bibliothèque de 
l’Arsenal, MS 717, the sole witness to a ninth-century letter written by the arch-
bishop of Lyon about religious crowds in Dijon. The manuscript’s codicology, pal-
aeography, and orthography are examined with respect to the contents. Although 
this small manuscript is not (as has been suggested) an « original » document, it is 
a rare medieval example of an under-theorized codicological form of letter : the 
thematic booklet. This article explores the limits of the concept of « originality » in 
describing the propagation of such epistolary libelli. It argues that epistolary libelli 
were useful for disseminating doctrinal claims like those defended by the archbishop.

1. Introduction : Codex ipse Autographus ?

An anonymous seventeenth-century commentator wrote the following description 
on the verso of the front flyleaf of Paris, Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, MS. 717 :

Codex iste Autographus continet Epistolam Amolonis Episcopi Lugdunensis ad Theobal-
dum Episcopum Lingonensem (de Langres dans la Champagne) in qua hunc hortatur 

-

  1

This autograph manuscript contains a letter of Bishop Amolo of Lyon to Bishop Theo-
bald of Langres ([Fr.] of Langres in Champagne) in which he exhorts him to expel from 
his diocese certain monks who were publicly selling to women relics of saints which they 

habits of the monks of that time and concludes that no trust should be proffered to the 

« La note cy dessus », reads an eighteenth- or nineteenth-century note on the 
same folio, « est fausse ». Amolo lived in the ninth century and the handwriting of 

* The author would like to thank Michael McCormick, Charles West, and Warren Pezé for 
their advice, corrections, and suggestions. Thanks also to the staff at the Bibliothèque nationale 
de France and the Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal in Paris, and especially to Amandine Postec and to 
Nathalie Coilly. 

(1) Paris, Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, MS. 717 [hereafter « Arsenal 717 »], f. Av. A digitization 

Scriptorium
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date is not all this Latin description gets wrong, either. The letter which appears 
on folios 1r-5r in Arsenal 717 is indeed from Amolo of Lyon to his suffragan Bishop 
Theobald of Langres, and it does discuss monks, relics, and women  3

does not instruct Theobald to « expel » two self-proclaimed monks who had carried 

know not where in Italy », not Palestine  

were selling the relics to women, but rather that the relics had been deposited 
at Saint-Bénigne in Dijon, where large crowds of people, « and especially women », 
were now venerating them  5

the monks of his times, even if he does wonder whether local religious authorities 
were stirring up popular enthusiasm « for the sake of filthy lucre »  6

skeptical about these particular relics, Amolo does not conclude that they are nec-
essarily false, and he certainly does not condemn the cult of relics in general  7

Finally, this early modern Latin description omits half of the manuscript’s con-

Bartholomew of Narbonne, as another note in the upper left margin of the same 
folio clarifies, providing the relevant page numbers to both letters in Baluze’s sev-
enteenth-century edition  

Despite the inaccuracy of the Latin note on the flyleaf of Arsenal 717, one of 
its claims has resonated with modern scholarship on this manuscript. Might this 

e Siecle ainsi la note cy 

fausse, d’ailleurs ce Mss. est plus ancien que le 13e e 
e ». For the dates of Amolo’s episcopacy, see Louis , 

Fastes épiscopaux de l’ancienne Gaule
(Theobald). Amolo is best known for his anti-Semitic treatise, the Liber de perfidia Iudaeorum, 
ed. Cornelia 

(3) Amolo of Lyon, Epistolae [hereafter « ep. »], no. 1, ed. Ernst -

Étienne , ed., Sancti Agobardi archiepiscopi Lugdunensis Opera
’s text with one correction) and French transla-

tion is included as an appendix to Michel , ed., Agobard de Lyon, Œuvres, 3 vols, Paris, 
Sources Chrétiennes

, p. 363 : « quaedam velut cuiusdam sancti ossa, quae se 

(5) Ibid., c. 7, p. 366.
(6) Ibid

(7) Ibid
-

, Bibliotheca bibliothecarum manuscriptorum nova
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single-gathering manuscript represent some form of « original » Carolingian letter ? 
No modern scholar has agreed with our anonymous annotator that this manuscript 
is the « codex ipse autographus », « the autograph manuscript itself » of Amolo’s let-
ter. After all, medieval letter-writers usually dictated their letters  -
less, scholars have argued that the codicology of Arsenal 717 may be especially 

-
position of the two letters in Arsenal 717 reflects Amolo’s promise in the text of his 
letter to send along a copy of his predecessor’s letter  

edited Agobard’s works for the Corpus Christianorum
717 appeared to be a close copy of Amolo’s letter as he sent it  11

West went even further, arguing that Arsenal 717 should be understood as « an 
important example of an “original” early medieval letter », a position mirrored in 

  

The present article has two aims. First, it assesses the case for Arsenal 717’s 
« originality »  13 -
ter  

, Letters and Letter-Collections, Turnhout, 

medieval letters, see Hartmut , « Autographa des früheren Mittelalters », Deutsches 
Archiv für Erforschung des Mittelalters

, Erzbischof Agobard von Lyon : 
Leben und Werk

(11) Lieven , ed., Agobardi Lugdunensis opera omnia -

, « Unauthorised Miracles in Mid-Ninth-Century Dijon and the Carolin-
Journal of Medieval History

« Lettre d’Amolon, archevêque de Lyon à Thibaud, évêque de Langres », in M. -
, ed., Agobard de Lyon (supra

de Langres par Amolon ».
Studies in the His-

tory of Western Linguistics in Honour of R. H. Robins, ed. Theodora , 
-

ways of designating and assessing texts.
, « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra

« original ». West thoughtfully highlights the particular interest of this text within its manuscript 
context, but he is careful not to overstate his case. In general, historians of early medieval let-
ters use the term « original » to describe the rare surviving single-sheet letters. See Pierre 

, « The Letter from Bishop Wealdhere of London to Archbishop Brihtwold of Canterbury : 
the earliest original “letter close” extant in the West », reprinted in Pierre , Essays 
in Medieval Diplomacy and Administration
basic (diplomatic) distinction between originals, copies, and forgeries. Two overviews of surviv-
ing « original » Carolingian letters can be found in Mark 
Schriftlichkeit im Karolingerreich : Das Fallbeispiel der Mandate und Briefe », in Schriftkultur 
und Reichsverwaltung unter den Karolingern

and Clm 6333 », in Early Medieval Palimpsests, ed. Georges 
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handwriting, of course  15   16

An archbishop like Amolo would have dictated his letter to scribes, who may have 
taken his words down in shorthand (for instance, on wax tablets) and subsequently 
made a fair-copy  17

multiple. An author of archiepiscopal status may only have given basic directions 
or put final touches on a letter. His coterie would have done the bulk of the dicta-
tion and composition. We can name some of Agobard’s ghostwriters in mid ninth-
century Lyon, like Florus of Lyon and Hildigisus, who may have helped write 
Amolo’s letters as well  

, « “Send More 
New Approaches to 

Medieval Communication, ed. Marco 
true of many « originals » from this period. Cf. Mark , Die Urkunde in der Karolinger-
zeit : Originale, Urkundenpraxis und politische Kommunikation
p. 55-56 : « Bei den Kapitularien, den karolingischen Herrscherverträgen, Synodalschriften oder 

bleibt die absolute Ausnahme ». Letters which could not serve as literary models were deemed 
« useless » and generally did not survive in monastic or ecclesiastical archives. The original letter 
from Wealdhere to Brihtwold discussed by Chaplais is an example, in that the words « useless 
letter » (« Ep[isto]la inutil[is] ») were added to the document in the twelfth century : P. , 
« The Letters » (supra inutile and utile at 
p. 5, n. 11.

(15) For our knowledge of Lyon script in the ninth century, see Sigmund , « The Lyons 
Scriptorium », Palaeographia Latina -
ciated personally with the influential Lyon intellectual, Florus the Deacon, see Célestin -

, « Les manuscrits personnels de Florus de Lyon et son activité littéraire », in Mélanges  
E. Podechard : études de sciences religieuses offertes pour son éméritat au Doyen Honoraire de la Faculté 
de théologie de Lyon Revue bénédictine, 

(16) Cf. Noël , De arte scribendi epistolas apud Gallicos medii ævi scriptores rhetoresve, 
, Letters and Letter-Collections (supra -

, Das Register Papst Johannes’ VIII. (872-
882) : Neue Studien zur Abschrift Reg. Vat. 1, zum verlorenen Originalregister und zum Diktat der 
Briefe
composed by dictatores, which is broadly applicable to the writing offices of bishops of lesser 
status.

-
, Das Schriftwesen im Mittelalter

from the record. The other manuscript containing Agobard’s letter to Bartholomew, Paris, 

Agobard in the composition of this letter (Agobard of Lyon, De quorundam inlusione signorum, 
c. 1, ed. L. supra
title in rustic capitals : « -

 ». -
digisus. et florus in d(omi)no ih(es)u xp(ist)o se(m)piternam salutem ». Arsenal 717 has removed 

o. Agobardus in d(omi)no ih(es)u xp(ist)o sempiternam salutem ». For Florus and Hildigisus, see 
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is really to ask whether this manuscript is a fair copy, written by Lyon scribes or 
by scribes working for Lyon, of a text composed, presumably in a mixture of oral 
and written media, by Amolo and his assistants. To anticipate my conclusion, I 
will argue that there is little textual, palaeographical, or codicological evidence to 
suggest that Arsenal 717 was an « original » of this sort.

-
cology of this manuscript is still unusual for letter collections in the early Mid-
dle Ages. Most early medieval letters survive in larger collections or formularies 
intended to provide prose models for students  -
sists of a single quire with extremely coherent contents : two related letters, one 
of which mentions the other  

« original » letter, I will make a second argument about what it might represent. 
Arsenal 717 probably reflects the « original » codicological context of Amolo’s letter, 
even if the manuscript as we have is a copy, or a copy of a copy. Arsenal 717 is, 
in other words, an example of a well-known codicological genre : the single-themed 
booklet or libellus  libelli were a popular vehicle for transmitting thematic 
collections in the early Middle Ages, and scholars have studied examples which 
preserve hagiographical and liturgical texts  libelli, that 

E. , Agobard (supra
see Klaus , Florus von Lyon als Kirchenpolitiker und Publizist : Studien zur Persön-
lichkeit eines karolingischen “Intellektuellen” am Beispiel der Auseinandersetzung mit Amalarius 
(835-838) und des Prädestinationsstreits (851-855)

, « Freshman Composition in the Early Middle Ages : Epistolography and 
Viator

might survive in thematic collections, such as the letter of Helisachar to Nidibrius of Narbonne 
, The Carolingians and 

the Written Word -
ervation, see G. , Letters and Letter-Collections (supra -

, « Zur mittelalterlichen Brieftechnik », in Spiegel der Geschichte : Festgabe für Max Braubach 
zum 10. April 1964, ed. Konrad  and Stephan 
Bernhard , « Ueber Briefsammlungen des früheren Mittelalters in Deutschland und 

Årsbok 1926 : Yearbook of the New Society of Letters at Lund, Lund, 

e siècle », 
in Livrets, collections et textes : Études sur la tradition hagiographique latine, ed. Martin -

and the Transmission and Use of the Italian Martyr Narratives in Early Medieval Europe », in 
Zwischen Niederschrift und Wiederschrift : Hagiographie und Historiographie im Spannungsfeld von 
Kompendienüberlieferung und Editionstechnik

, « Les “libelli” » (supra , 
supra , Medieval Liturgy : An 

Introduction to the Sources, rev. and trans. William G.  and Niels Krogh , 
-

lation of annalistic historiography in libellus , History and 
Memory in the Carolingian World
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is, libelli designed to transmit letters, is less familiar  libelli 
like Arsenal 717 may have played a larger role than scholars suspect in disseminat-
ing letters, and not just the saints’ lives and liturgical acts familiar to scholars. 
Specifically, I will argue that the libellus may have been a natural codicological 
vessel for letters on a single theme.

A focus on « originality » distracts us from this line of inquiry. Scholars interested 
in « original » early medieval letters have tended to focus on another codicological 
form altogether : surviving single-sheet letters, which tend to be businesslike in 
content and diplomatic in appearance  -
nal » and « copy » in this case derives from the technical vocabulary of diplomatic, 
a vocabulary not well suited to the kind of letter preserved in Arsenal 717  

will argue that early medieval letters possessed more than one codicological genre. 
A dossier of single-themed letters called for a different physical matrix than an 
administrative letter  Libelli, I will argue, may have been a normal form of 
transmission for such letters in the early Middle Ages. There are admittedly few 
analogues outside of hagiography and liturgy. Surviving examples are rare, it is 

of survival  

« neglected » source for the transmission of the word in the early Middle Ages  

2. Arsenal 717 : Overview and Provenance

of reused medieval parchment pasted together writing-side inward, one on top of 

within a workaday modern binding  

-
Archiv für Urkundenforschung, 

Archiv für Diplomatik , 
« Zur mittelalterlichen Brieftechnik » (supra

, « Preserved by Destruction » (supra
examination of palaeographical and codicological features of surviving « original » letters.

, « The Letter » (supra
, Die Urkunde in 

der Karolingerzeit (supra  
, « “Send More Socks” » (supra

communication should avoid explanatory models that would be undermined » by new discoveries.
, « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra

, Catalogue des manuscrits de la Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal
, Doctrine et action politique d’Ago-

bard  (ed.), Agobardi opera (supra
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are the two letters mentioned above. Both are from ninth-century archbishops of 

to relics. The first letter (f. 1r-5r) contains Amolo’s advice to his suffragan Theo-
bald of Langres when crowds especially composed of women were wildly venerating 
untested relics at Dijon  

treats a similar case of crowds and relics some twenty years earlier at the shrine 
of Saint Firmin in Uzès  31

form, under the heading De quorundam inlusione signorum, in the famous manu-
-

  -

judging by the handwriting  33

nomine domini » ) and a notary’s mark (a diamond interwoven with a four-pronged 
star surmounted by a cross) suggest that this is a fragment of a fifteenth-century 
French notarial register  

The manuscript’s early modern history has been described by Martin, Blumen-
thal, and Nebbiai  35 -
nal 717 came into the hands of Nicolas Camusat (1575-1655), a canon of Troyes 
who donated several manuscripts to Saint-Germain-des-Prés  36

to suppose that this manuscript long abided in Troyes, since the twelfth-century 

, Katalog der festländischen Handschriften des neunten Jahrhunderts (mit Ausnahme der 
wisigotischen), ed. B. 

 The Early Councils of Pope Paschal II, 1100-1110

(31) Agobard of Lyon, De quorundam inlusione signorum, ed. L. supra n. 11), 

 (ed.), Sancti Agobardi Episcopi Ecclesiae Lugdunensis Opera
 (ed.), 

Agobardi opera (supra , Doctrine et action politique d’Agobard (supra 

, The Early Councils of Pope Paschal II (supra

, Manuel de diplomatique
(35) Henry , Histoire de la Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal -

, The Early Councils of Pope Paschal II (supra , 
e siècle : Nicolas Camusat (1575-1655), 

ses livres, ses recherches », in Actes des deux colloques du tricentenaire de la mort de dom Mabil-
lon , André 

(36) For Camusat’s career, see D. , « Pour la Bibliothèque de Saint-Germain-des-Prés » 
(supra
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there is no clear evidence. Camusat donated the manuscript to Saint-Germain-des-
  37

  -
tury the manuscript came into the possession of the celebrated bibliophile Antoine-

  -
ter of artillery, who established what became the Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal at his 
home and workplace, and that is how this document ended up with its current 
shelf-mark in the fourth arrondissement of Paris, nestled between the Île Saint-
Louis and the Bastille.

3. The Argument for Arsenal 717’s « Originality » : Textual, Palaeographi-
cal, and Codicological Grounds 

The case for Arsenal 717’s « originality » as a Carolingian letter rests on three 
grounds : textual, palaeographical, and codicological. The textual evidence comes 
from Amolo’s letter itself, which mentions Agobard’s Uzès case as a parallel to 
Dijon  -
gres that he has sent his suffragan a copy (exemplar) of his predecessor’s letter 
along with his own :

Misimus vobis etiam exemplar epistolae praefati pii patris et nutritoris nostri ad iam 
dictum Narbonensem episcopum, ut si quis de huiusmodi causis subtilius et plenius nosse 
voluerit, illius lectione uberius ac profundius instruatur  

, « Luc d’Achery », Dictionnaire de spiritualité, ed. 
Marcel 
Lugdunensis Ep(iscop)i ad Theodbaldu(m) Lingonensiem Epi(scopu)m » to the same folio (1r).

, Bibliotheca (supra
Lugdunensis Epistola ad Theobaldum Lingonensem Episcopum ».

, Histoire de la Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal (supra

, p. 366 : « Scimus etiam civitatem quandam haut longe 
a nostris finibus, quae Ucaetia nuncupatur, sita in provincia Narbonensi, ubi cum eiusdem piae 
memoriae praecessoris nostri tempore ad sepulchrum sancti Fermini episcopi istiusmodi percus-
siones et elisiones fieri coepissent…accepto ab eodem patre nostro consilio praedicavit eis atque 
praecepit Narbonensis qui nunc superest Bartholomeus episcopus, ut omnino locum illum, quem 
superstitiose frequentare coeperant, nequaquam amplius ita frequentarent… ». This passage 
informs us that these events were occurring at Uzès. Although Agobard’s letter refers to Saint 
Firmin, it does not specify Uzès explicitly : Agobard, De quorundam inlusione signorum, c. 1, ed. 
L. supra
nomine Firmini ».
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We have also sent to you a copy of the letter of our aforementioned pious father and patron to the 
recently mentioned bishop of Narbonne, so that if anyone should wish to know about cases of this 
nature in greater detail and depth, he might be informed more fully and profoundly by reading it.

This led Boshof to connect the text with Arsenal 717  

Acker who drew the conclusion explicitly : « Le fait que les deux écrits se trouvent 
ensemble dans ce manuscrit n’est pas un simple fait du hasard : la lettre d’Amolon 
à Thibault était originairement, à titre consultatif, accompagnée d’un exemplaire 

-
sive d’Amolon »  

minuscule of Arsenal 717 to the tenth century  

the manuscript must have been a later « copy », albeit one which strikingly sug-
gested a closeness to the original as sent. West and Bouhot, however, have recently 
dated the script to the ninth century  

rather than tenth-, the consilience between text and content is all the more strik-
ing. We will examine the palaeography in greater detail below. For now, it suffices 
to say that West’s ninth-century dating is possible, and matches that of Bernhard 
Bischoff, whose posthumous Katalog, recently published by Birgit Ebersperger, 
assigns the script to France, circa mid ninth century  

West argues that the « format, size…and mise-en-page » of Arsenal 717 closely 
resemble those of a celebrated libellus sewn into Cologne, Erzbischöfliche Diözesan- 

  

to the end of a Dionysio-Hadriana -

  

, Agobard (supra
der Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Agobards Schreiben an Bartholomaeus zusammen mit dem Amolos 
an Theutbald… ».

 (ed.), Agobardi opera (supra n. 11), p. lv.
, Catalogue (supra , Histoire de la Bibliothèque de 

l’Arsenal (supra (ed.), Agobardi opera (supra n. 11), p. liv.
, « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra « Lettre 

d’Amolon » (supra
, Katalog (supra  

Mitte ».
, « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra

supra
-

heft” in möglichst zahlreichen Exemplaren vervielfältigt werden sollte, um das gewünschte Ziel 
supra

Deutsches Archiv für Erforschung des Mittelalters
entry in B. , Katalog (supra , « Zur mit-
telalterlichen Brieftechnik » (supra
to survive from this period, also mentioning a letter from Bishop Hildegrim of Halberstadt to 
the prepositus 
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West’s eye, has much in common with the Cologne 117 libellus, including what he 
identifies as a possible folding mark  

single, coherent gathering, with text running from the top of f. 1r to the end of 
  

-
cludes, « In their fascination with the phantom relics described by Amolo, histori-
ans have unduly neglected what could be in a way the only real relic »  51

puts his case cautiously. He uses quotes around the word « original », and writes 
that Arsenal 717 may « preserve » Amolo’s letter « as it was actually sent », but never 
claims that this is the letter that Amolo actually sent  

simply a closer copy to Amolo’s original missive than scholars have realized : close 
enough to reveal some of Amolo’s intentions in penning this missive, and close 
enough to show how information circulated in the Carolingian period.

4. Assessment of the Evidence for « Originality » I : Palaeography

Have scholars neglected a rare « original » letter ? The textual evidence is cer-
tainly suggestive given the order in which Amolo’s and Agobard’s letters appear 
in Arsenal 717 : « We have also sent to you a copy (exemplar) of the letter of our 
aforementioned pious father and patron to the recently mentioned bishop of Nar-
bonne »  53

that one : « May omnipotent God see fit always to defend and safeguard your rever-

, « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra libel-
lus (three horizontal, one vertical), see H. 
schrift » (supra
of original early medieval letters as well as libelli : H. , « Zur mittelalterlichen Brief-
technik » (supra , « Preserved by Destruction » (supra

, Das Schriftwesen im Mittelalter (supra -
terns in other medieval libelli see Bernhard , « Über gefaltete Handschriften, vornehm-
lich hagiographischen Inhalts », in Bernhard , Mittelalterliche Studien : Ausgewählte Auf-
sätze zur Schriftkunde und Literaturgeschichte

, « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra , Katalog 
(supra  

(51) C. , « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra -
eval original letters (not including this one), see M. , « Preserved by Destruction » 
(supra supra

 et al. (eds.), Lettere originali del Medioevo 
latino (VII-XI sec.)

, « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra « Lettre 
d’Amolon » (supra 
but in the context of a brief introduction to an appendix where he does not lay out his argu-
ments for this position at length.
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end belovedness for the establishment of his church »  

fit both letters in the available space, with no sign of any interrupted text before 

in his text  55 exemplar which Amolo uses to promise a « copy » of his 
predecessor’s letter is well attested as a term for physical copies of written texts in 
Carolingian Latin  56

between them, and the originally blank verso folio at the end of the manuscript 
(now the twelfth-century canon from Troyes) all support the notion that the eighth 
folios of Arsenal 717 were never intended to contain any other texts. This manu-
script could very plausibly be a close copy of Amolo’s letter as he sent it.

But how close ? The palaeographic evidence supports the notion that Arsenal 
717 was composed in the ninth century rather than the tenth. Scholarly opinion 
seems to favor this dating. West cites personal correspondence from David Ganz 

support his ninth-century dating, to which we can add the voices of Manitius and 
now Bischoff  57

scribe. The script is carried out in a somewhat uneven caroline minuscule. The 
ink is dark brown, almost reddish. Contemporary or near contemporary correc-
tions (using a two-dot mark) have been added in a darker brown ink, some close 
to black. The corrector writes in a clear caroline minuscule with ninth-century 
touches such as the eN
and the corrections are typical of early medieval caroline minuscule. The scribe 

question-mark is normal for the ninth century  

uncial a, except in the ligature ra, where a takes on the cc-form (e.g. f. 1r, line 
ra ra ratia »). In majuscules, 

omnipotens reverendam dilectionem vestram ad aedificationem ecclesiae suae iugiter protegere 
et custodire dignetur ».

(55) Aside from the explicit appearance of Agobard and Bartholomew in both, see also the 
appearance of Saint Firmin in both texts : Amolo, ep. 1, c. 6, ed. 
De quorundam inlusione signorum, c. 1, ed. L. supra

(56) Mittellateinisches Wörterbuch bis zum ausgehenden 13. Jahrhundert, ed. Paul  and 

(57) C. , « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra  
D. Ganz have advised that a mid-ninth-century date is by no means out of the question (per-
sonal communication), and this seems confirmed by my preliminary comparisons with other 
Lyons manuscripts of this date ».

question-mark forms, see Bernhard , Latin Palaeography : Antiquity and the Middle Ages, 
trans. Dáibhí  and David 
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the rustic capital A is lambda-like, with no horizontal bar. A minuscule d with 
a straight ascender is used throughout, while the majuscule D alternates between 

uses the e-caudata. The f extends generously both above and below the base line. 
The top compartment of the g is closed while the bottom is usually, but not invari-
ably, open. Normally the text uses the minuscule n, but this sometimes alternates 
with a majuscule N
rustic capital P is open and the horizontal base stroke is pronounced, as is that of 
the rustic capital T. The left stroke of the rustic capital U curves toward the left, 
but does not bulge out like the typical Lyonnais rustic capital U. The scribe uses 
the ligatures et, ra (in the form rcc), st, and a high rt. There are a fair number of 
abbreviations. Bischoff drew particular attention to the abbreviation  for 
misericordiam

misericor|diae). The somewhat inconsistent size of the letters (see 
esp. f. 5v), a few drawn ligatures (e.g. auctoritas -

this minuscule as « unausgeglichen »  

Does the script hail from Lyon ? The mid ninth-century Lyon scriptorium pro-
duced a consistent caroline minuscule with noteworthy traits  

this period are known for their small, sharp cc-form a (reminiscent of a modern 
typed u 
signes de renvois used by Lyon’s learned scholars, such as the deacon Florus, as well 
as a distinctive Nota monogram, a rustic capital N with a nearly horizontal cross-
bar that sits on the baseline, and a peculiar « protruding » (ausladend) rustic capi-
tal U which appears consistently across mid ninth-century Lyon manuscripts  61

None of these features is visible in the script of Arsenal 717  

noted that Lyonnais manuscripts sometimes carry out the large initials in a blue-

, Katalog (supra  
, Codices 

Lugdunenses Antiquissimi : Le scriptorium de Lyon : la plus ancienne école calligraphique de 
France , Latin Palaeography
scriptorium altered its style in the second third of the ninth century. For further guidance,  
B. , Katalog (supra -
scripts whose script Bischoff associated with Lyon or the « Umkreis von Lyon ». The Lyon Biblio-
thèque Municipale has a large body of high-quality digitized ninth-century manuscripts, includ-
ing several from Lyon itself : http ://florus.bm-lyon.fr/.

(61) E.g. B. , Katalog (supra

U and a Nota monogram in the right margin 
which bears some resemblance to the -like Lyon rustic capital N, but neither appears to me 
definitive.
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grey ink, but here there are only two large initials (f. 1r and f. 5r), for the first let-
ter of each text, in the same ink as the main hand  63 rcc ligature is common 

his posthumous note on this manuscript opined that there were « no signs of Lyon-
nais script (e.g. the protruding U) »  

eyes, traits particularly associated with other known scriptoria in mid ninth-cen-

bears no particular resemblance to the little we know of Troyes scripts (a tempt-
ing possibility given the conciliar extract and the seventeenth-century provenance 
there)  65 -
tury dating is likely, especially given the conservative ligatures, light punctuation, 
and rustic capital forms. A rough localization to what is today France satisfied 
Bischoff  66

where this manuscript was written.

5. Two errors : ludumensis, in astro diuionensi

An additional clue is provided by an orthographic error which was not signaled 
by Dümmler in his edition of this text. In the address, Amolo is styled (in Düm-
mler’s printed edition), « Amolo humilis ecclesiae Lugdunensis episcopus »  67

Dümmler notes in his apparatus criticus, however, the g of « Lugdunensis » has been 
added above the text by a corrector. Dümmler’s note, which reads, « g in Lugd. 
superscr. », does not immediately make clear that the absence of the g is not the 
only orthographic error in the spelling of « Lyon » here in the manuscript. The text 

ludumensis or ludunien-
sis (depending on how one reads the minim). Neither of these two forms, nor the 
form lugdumensis, appear anywhere in a wildcard search (ludumen*, ludunien*) of 

databases fail to capture variant manuscript readings  Lugduniensis appears 

(63) B. , Latin Palaeography (supra
, Katalog (supra  

B. , Katalog (supra , « D’Augustin 
à Prudence de Troyes, les citations augustiniennes dans un manuscrit d’auteur », in De Tertul- 
lien aux mozarabes, II : Haut moyen-âge (VIe-IXe siècles). Mélanges offerts à Jacques Fontaine à 
l’occasion de son 70e anniversaire, ed. Louis 

, « Deux manuscrits personnels de Prudence de Troyes », Revue 
bénédictine

(66) B. , Katalog (supra  
(67) Amolo, ep. 1, c. 1, ed. , p. 363.

« Lugdumensis » does erroneously appear twice in the Chadwyck PL online database, for Ado of 
Chronicle -
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only once in these databases, in the fifteenth-century Gnotosolitos Paruus of Arnold 
Gheyloven, though in fact the manuscript reading there is luduniensis and it is the 
editor who has introduced the (partially) corrected form  

on edited texts and do not preserve the apparatus critici of the editions, including 
variant readings, but they give a sense of the rarity of alternative spellings for 
Lyon. Furthermore, the dark-ink superscript g appears to be later than the regular 

in a darker ink than the early medieval corrections in the same manuscript, which 
tend to use a two-dot mark for corrections (one under the letter, one by the super-
script correction). That two-dot mark is absent here, suggesting that the missing 
« g » was caught even after the first wave of corrections. A single orthographic error 
in the spelling of « Lyon » would be understandable given the freedom with which 
medieval scribes spelled proper nouns, but two errors begins to suggest a degree 
of distance  

same folio is for the name of Dijon, printed by Dümmler as « in castro Divionensi », 
but written « in astro diuionensi » before the superscript c (f. 1r, line 3). This banal 
slip was corrected by the roughly contemporary corrector, but the fact that two of 
the relevant place names in this letter have been misspelled, when taken with the 
palaeographical evidence, is another possible indication that Arsenal 717 was not 
produced at Lyon.

6. Assessment of the Evidence for « Originality » II : Codicology

This brings us to the codicological evidence. The eight original folios are gath-
ered like facing like, with the rough (hair) side on the outside of the gathering. The 
rough sides appear to have been smoothed with pumice. The pages are clean and 
not scuffed (in contrast to the Cologne libellus). The manuscript in its current state 

the writing begins above the line. Each page of text, including the final page of 

copies of the Patrologia Latina, I found that they were both digital transcription errors from the 

« Lugdunensis ».
, Gnotosolitos Paruus , 

notes in his apparatus, the manuscript reads « luduniensis ».
supra

the Cologne libellus is not free from orthographical errors, even though it is an original.
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lines). There are no visible quire marks either at the beginning or the end of the 
gathering. The structure of the quire is as follows :

How much do the « format, size…and mise-en-page » of Arsenal 717 resemble the 
physical appearance of other « original » Carolingian letters ? West builds his case 
on the libellus of Cologne 117, the dossier of favorable conciliar material sent by 

  71 libellus may survive 
as it was sent, but, as mentioned above, it is not a typical « original » letter. The 
few original letters which survive from the ninth century tend to be single-sheet 
documents, more similar to charters than to the liturgical, hagiographical, and 
legal libelli which Arsenal 717 and Gunthar’s booklet resemble  

continental examples, the report of Maginarius to Charlemagne from Benevento in 
plagulae  73

however, such letters were being written onto folded-up single sheets of parchment 
rather than on papyrus rotuli  

to support his analysis of the « earliest original letter close » (an early eighth-cen-
tury Anglo-Saxon parchment rectangle sent by Wealdhere of London to Brihtwold 
of Canterbury) : a letter from Louis the Pious to Baderad of Paderborn, one from 
Charles the Bald to the people of Barcelona, and one from Bishop Hildegrim of 
Halberstadt to the prepositus   75 -
ments consist of a single rectangular sheet of parchment, with long lines running 

(71) C. , « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra
, « Zur mittelalterlichen Brieftechnik » (supra

supra
Chartae Latinae Antiquiores : Facsimile Edition of 

the Latin Charters
Chartae Latinae Antiquiores : 

Facsimile Edition of the Latin Charters

, « Preserved by Destruction » (supra
(75) P. , « The Letter » (supra -

, « Preserved by Destruction » (supra
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down the shorter side, folded three times vertically and three times horizontally, 
with a dorsal inscription identifying the addressee  76

the work of royal writing offices. The dorsal inscription on the letter from Hilde-
-

  77

the « original » single-sheet letters which survive are folded in this fashion  

The script in the Münster letter is a somewhat modified caroline minuscule car-
ried out with interlinear spaces. In other words, the visual idiom of these charter-
like, single-sheet letters is entirely different from the Cologne libellus  
Arsenal 717.

Therefore, we should not treat the Cologne libellus and the letter of Hildegrim 
as identical codicological forms, even if both could be characterized as « original 
Carolingian letters ». These two documents have different functions and differ-
ent forms. Hildegrim’s letter has much more in common with charters and diplo-
mas. Gunthar’s « Propagandaschrift » is one of the many little booklets (libelli) 
which populated early medieval literary culture, particularly in hagiography  

Some of these libelli survive today as parts (sometimes « self-contained units ») of 
larger manuscripts  libellus added to Séle-

into a longer and larger legal collection  -
gical ordines in libellus-format made their way into larger collections, where many 
survive today  

(76) For folds and dorsal inscriptions, see H. , « Zur mittelalterlichen Brieftechnik » 
(supra , « Preserved by Destruction » (supra

(77) H. , « Zur mittelalterlichen Brieftechnik » (supra
, « Zu einem Briefe der späten Karolingerzeit », Deutsches Archiv für Erforschung des 

Mittelalters
, « Preserved by Destruction » (supra

supra -
cal libelli , « Les “libelli” » (supra

, « The “Booklet” : A Self-Contained Unit in Composite Manuscripts », 
in The History of the Book in the West : A Library of Critical Essays  et al., Farn-

, 
Bibliotheca capitularium regum Francorum manuscripta : Überlieferung und Traditionszusammen-
hang der fränkischen Herrschererlasse -

-

, Studien zur fränkischen Herrschergesetzgebung : Aufsätze über Kapitu-
larien und Kapitulariensammlungen ausgewählt zum 60. Geburtstag
Thomas , Law and Authority in the Early Middle Ages : The Frankish leges in the Caro-
lingian Period

, « Über gefaltete Handschriften » (supra , Medieval 
Liturgy (supra , « Les “libelli” » (supra
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libellus text than as the contents of a single-sheet letter. Both letters deal with the 
same subject, superstitious crowds venerating relics.

What about format ? The Cologne libellus -
stat libellus
mm). The Cologne libellus is also more rectangular in format (with a 1.3 height-to-

possibility that Arsenal 717 was cut down at some point, which makes such format 
comparisons risky. We are on surer ground comparing the mise-en-page. As we saw, 

can compare that to the Cologne libellus
-

ference in size and number of lines between the two manuscripts. In fact, Arsenal 
appears quite large not only for a libellus but for fuller codices containing letters. 

-

century manuscript of Agobard’s work, which also preserves Agobard’s letter to 

for commentary. Arsenal 717 is larger than these full codices by height and width, 
but in format and length it is most similar to the Cologne libellus. 

Finally, there is the question of the fold or crease. Letters close (folded and 
usually sealed official correspondence) are not the only manuscripts which bear 
marks of folding. Bernhard Bischoff studied a group of manuscripts with creases 
and found they were commonest in manuscripts of smaller size and length, par-
ticularly libelli which at one time circulated on their own  libel-
lus associated with Gunther of Cologne bears signs of folding (one vertical, three 
horizontal creases), although not in the regular horizontal and vertical patterns 
which appear in single-sheet letters  Libelli were transported in saddlebags or 

Bischoff found creases in libelli of various genres : hagiographical, school, literary, 
disciplinary and ascetical, and medical texts. West points to a crease in Arsenal 

« l’essor décisif et la multiplication des grands légendiers systématiques », a process which « a sans 

e siècle ».
, « Über gefaltete Handschriften » (supra

, « Preserved by Destruction » (supra , 
supra

likens the folds (one vertical, three horizontal) in the Cologne libellus to Charles the Bald’s letter 
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717 : « Admittedly, there is the possibility that this folding took place later, since 

possible that the original little manuscript was folded before the cover was added, 
and refolded again afterwards »  -
zontal line roughly at the center of the manuscript which is more distinct on the 

binding. In my view, this crease does not resemble the multiple folds in the Cologne 
libellus, but rather the lighter and more irregular folding patterns found among 
Bischoff’s creased libelli  

pinch folios inward, producing a central crease more visible near the binding and 
the outside folios of a manuscript  

gathering was refolded after being bound with the bifolium jacket, it seems more 
likely that the folding occurred after the jacket was added.

7. Conclusion : An Original Epistolary Libellus 

Arsenal 717 is probably not an « original » letter in most recognized senses of 
that term. It is certainly no « autograph » as the anonymous annotator of folio Av 
suggested  

the prepositus of Werden, a businesslike single-sheet « letter close »  

pointed out, Arsenal 717 has much more in common with the Cologne libellus which 

argued, was produced by Gunthar’s writing office for the purpose of being copied 
further  libellus was not of course written out by Gunthar himself, 

-
ably one of many  libel-
lus cannot have been the original libellus that Amolo sent to his suffragan Theobald 

  

resemble the distinctive style of the Lyon scriptorium, and the manuscript’s mis-
spellings of « Lyon » and « Dijon » reinforce this palaeographical impression. Arsenal 
717 must be a second-order copy.

, « Unauthorised Miracles » (supra
, « Über 

gefaltete Handschriften » (supra

supra
supra

period, see Paul , « Whispering Secrets to a Dark Age », in Paul , Charlemagne’s 
Mustache and Other Cultural Clusters of a Dark Age
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Yet this should not diminish Arsenal 717’s codicological interest. In fact, it raises 
new questions about the dissemination of early medieval letters through epistolary 
libelli. Arsenal 717 sheds light on transmission sensibilities and methods of archi-
episcopal self-promotion. If this libellus is not a Lyonnais version of the Cologne 

thought, to preserve the basic appearance of the original libellus  -
script may be a circulation copy made shortly after the original, sent out or copied 
beyond the archiepiscopal see of Lyon. In other words, it may be one or two codi-
cological stages away from the (lost) original exemplar. This would make it just as 
rare a codicological artifact : not an « original » but a proximate copy in original for-
mat. Amolo, like Gunthar, wanted his little dossier to serve as a sign of his sagac-
ity and authority. His predecessor Agobard’s letter, whose exemplar Arsenal 717 
preserves, had been directed to the archbishop of Narbonne, not a suffragan but 
a fellow metropolitan. Amolo may have intended to circulate this libellus widely 
in order to assert Lyonnais preeminence. Its rhetorical and literary qualities sug-
gest that it was not merely intended to solve one exigent circumstance  

manuscript is evidence of the text’s wider reception, it offers a rare glimpse into 
the written exercise of archiepiscopal authority.

Can we be sure that Arsenal 717 as it survives is not, as Bischoff ventured, 
the last gathering of a now-lost manuscript  

than other Carolingian libelli -
libelli (not scuffed, not 

crumpled)  

a close connection between the text of Amolo’s letter and the presentation of the 
two texts in the manuscript : « Misimus vobis etiam exemplar epistolae praefati pii 
patris et nutritoris nostri ad iam dictum Narbonensem episcopum »  

absence of other contemporary texts suggest that Arsenal 717 was always a stand-
alone libellus. The pamphlet makes sense as a thematic unit. Amolo’s letter begins 
at the top line of first recto folio and the last verso folio is left blank. Third, the 
absence of any signs of previous binding also suggest that Arsenal 717 represents 

, ed., Agobardi opera (supra n. 11), p. lv.
ep. 1, c. 7, ed. , p. 366-367, for rhetorical fireworks : alliteration 

-

annuntiando… atque optestando »).
, Katalog (supra

the early medieval gathering, so it cannot immediately be likened to the creases in other early 
medieval circulated booklets. That said, not all libelli bear creases or fold marks, for instance : 
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an early step in the process of dissemination, and not a detached fragment of a 
once larger epistolary codex.

If Arsenal 717 is a ninth-century epistolary libellus, what could have inspired 
its production   Some notion may be gleaned by comparison with another rare 

-

  

  

libellus to the appearance, size, mise-en-page, and content of Arsenal 717  

letters within pertain to questions of episcopal governance, particularly the role of 
the chorepiscopus  libellus seems roughly similar 
to that of Arsenal 717 : a thematic circulation copy of a set of letters on related 
subjects, though this manuscript is one step closer to the sender. Such collections 
abide somewhere between the practical single-sheet letter and the longer literary 
collection  

form, one which scholars should be aware of in subsequent studies of letters and 
their transmission. If this intriguing manuscript is not evidence for one rare form 
of letter, then, it affords another precious witness to the circulation of information 
and knowledge in the early Middle Ages.

Harvard University/Massachusetts Institute of Technology  Shane 

, « “Send More Socks” » (supra -
tion context.

, Katalog (supra  
, Catalogue des manuscrits en écriture latine portant des indications de date, 

de lieu ou de copiste

, Katalog (supra
-

graphical libelli , « Les “libelli” » (supra
Epistulae

Germaniae Historica, Epistolae
, « Gedanken zum Institut der Chorbischöfe », in Medieval Church Law and the Origins 

of the Western Legal Tradition : A Tribute to Kenneth Pennington, ed. W.  and M. , 

Zeitschrift für katholische Theologie , 
Lexikon des Mittelalters

H. , « Chorévêques », in Dictionnaire d’archéologie chrétienne et de liturgie, ed. F.  
and H. 

, Letters and Letter-Collections (supra
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l’Arsenal, MS 717, qui est l’unique témoin d’une lettre du neuvième siècle écrite 
par l’archevêque de Lyon au sujet des foules religieuses à Dijon. La codicologie, la 
paléographie et l’orthographe du manuscrit sont examinées en relation avec son con-
tenu. Bien que ce petit manuscrit ne soit pas (comme on l’a suggéré) un document 
« original », il s’agit d’un rare exemple médiéval d’une forme codicologique de lettre 
qui est sous-étudiée : le livret thématique. Cet article trace les limites du concept 
« d’originalité » en décrivant la diffusion de ce genre de libelli épistolaires. Il affirme 
que ceux-ci étaient utilisés pour propager des prétentions doctrinales, comme celles 
défendues par cet archevêque.
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